
In 1884 the State of Tennessee constructed the 
Administration Building for the East Tennessee 
Hospital for the Insane, which opened two years later. 
Physically well patients worked on the campus farm 
and garden as well as the sewing room, producing 
crops and textile goods used on-site and sold to the 
community. A 1908 biennial report on the asylum 
noted significant production. Garden products 
included lettuce, salsify, nutmeg, blackberries and 
okra. Farm products ranged from grain crops to hay, 
manure, beef, dairy, and poultry products. Wines 
were produced from grape and blackberry vines. 
The sewing room produced hundreds of dresses, 
aprons, and curtains, over a thousand plus sheets, 
pillowcases, shirts, and towels. Along with state 
funding, private and county patients, cash sales 
from these goods provided a significant income for 
the institute and kept patients active as part of their 
treatment.

Like many other mental health institutes of its age, the 
institution’s name changed over time to conform with 

culturally acceptable terms for mental health patients 
and their treatment. In 1927 the facility was renamed 
the Eastern State Psychiatric Hospital. Care for the 
mentally ill in the United States has also changed 
over time, and like other institutes the Lakeshore 
campus witnessed changes from segregated to 
integrated wards, restrained to freely mobile patients. 
Lakeshore experienced years of under-funding and 
over-crowding as well as innovative developments 
like the late 1950s village setting complete with 
shopping mall and a cottage for family visits.

In 1977 the hospital changed its name to the 
Lakeshore Mental Health Institute. By 1990 it began 
to downsize as in-home and private care took over 
the primary roles of the state institute. In 1992 the 
development of Lakeshore Park was announced 
and after years of transition, the State Department of 
Mental Health closed the Lakeshore Mental Health 
Institute in June of 2012 after 126 years of service. 
One patient residence remains on site as of 2018.

Lithograph entitled “East Tennessee Asylum for the Insane”

1950 Expansion1890 Floorplan for the East Tennessee Hospital for the Insane; 1917 
Expansion

Postcard of “East Tennessee Hospital for Insane (Lyons View) near 
Knoxville, Tenn.”

“Underhill Building–for Colored”

Image of a Hydrotherapy Room from the State Library

“Entrance to Grounds of Eastern State Hospital”

SITE HISTORY
From East Tennessee Hospital for the Insane to Lakeshore Park

Eastern Approach to the campus

Mental Health Institute
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“Our culture is medicine.”           
-Native American Healer

“...maintaining harmony that will restore balance in all areas of 
the patient’s life: the physical, spiritual, and mental.”
-Bassett and Tsosie in The Permanate Journal, Vol. 16 No. 1

“This relational vision [of health] connected individual health to broader 
community relationships; it insisted on a collective context for both affliction 
and healing; it honored kinship relationship by bridging the worlds of 
ancestors and living generations; it located a healer’s authority in the 
wisdom of elders and divine revelation.” 
-Sharla M. Fett Working Cures: Healing, Health, and Power on Southern Slave 
Plantations

“At various points in time, or often simultanesously, asylums were seen 
as either the guardians or the adversaries of science, compassion, and 
liberty...the public generally agreed that patients held within insane 
asylums were a danger to society, best kept separate and silent.”
-Emily Clark  in Arizona Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies, Vol. 4

Indigenous
Represented by the weave of Cherokee basketry, Indigenous health 
is described by healers as being embedded within the culture, 
ceremony and every-day life of their communities. Medicinal plants 
play a role in Native American health care, but the balance of physical, 
spiritual, and mental well-being are also a part of community and 
individual relationships. These categories of health are interwoven and 
inseparable. Similarly, Cherokee weaving patterns are not ascribed 
specific names or meaning but are about a rhythm and process passed 
from one generation to the next. Tradition, ceremony, and inherited 
knowledge are key components to indigenous wellness.

African American
Throughout slavery, African descendants maintained and adapted 
traditional medicinal and healing practices. Sharla M. Fett describes 
these “acts of healing” as “arts of resistance”, closely related to cultural 
arts of quilting, singing, cooking, oratory, music, and dance. African 
American quilts have similar qualities to African textiles signifying 
kinship and are prided for improvisation, color contrast, and reinvention 
of traditional patterns. Like quilting, Spirituals are derived from both 
individual and community practices of creation and healing. Spiritual 
source biblical stories for what Arthur Jones refers to as an “unsettling 
healing power.”

Settler Colonial
While European-influenced mental health care in the United States 
has undergone many transformations, it has largely been viewed as 
a medical issue. Lakeshore promoted work like sewing garments as 
a means of sustaining the institution financially and patients mentally, 
but physical restraint and experimental treatments like hydrotherapy 
were common. The 1960’s “mental health village” at Lakeshore was 
an innovative move towards community-based care but maintained 
separation between the mentally ill and the public. Institutional care has 
gone out of fashion today, but mental health continues to be managed 
medically, with prescription and out-patient therapy.

Cultural Paradigms of Mental Health
SITE HISTORY
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Site Construction Timeline
SITE HISTORY

Graphic Site Construction Timeline with Influential Political, Social, and Mental Health Context Below (read left to right across spread)  New Construction           Existing Building           Agricultural Production
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1960 Cognative Therpay discovered1952 Chlopromazine first antipsychotic;
APA publishes first diagnostic mental health manual;
Antidepressant iproniazid discovered

1955-1975 Vietnam War

1963 Community Mental Health Centers established for patients 
dischared from state psychiatric hospitals; Clean Air Act

1955-1968 Civil Rights Movement

1950-1953 Korean War

1847-1956 Red Scare

1972

1974

Wings of the original structure 
demolished, Baker Building constructed

Chota Building constructed

1865-1877 Reconstruction 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson

1895 Freud’s Studies on Hysteria published1888 first lobotomies performed

1869-1920 Women’s Sufrage Movement1863 Emancipation Proclamation

1875 Civil Rigths Act of 18751848 Seneca Falls Convention

1830 Indian Removal Act

18971890 Underhill Building constructed for black 
patients (later renamed Heiskell Building)

1903Additions added onto patient wardsEast Tennessee Hospital for Insane built by 
the state of Tennessee

Addition built to west wing for white male 
patients

1884

1953 First wing of Lonas Hall built, end of large-
scale agriculture production on site

1959 1969 Waterside Building and pavilion 
constructed, some buildings demolished 
and rebuilt.

Lonas Hall completed and Therapeutic 
Village replaces most of the agricultural 
fields



Site Construction Timeline
SITE HISTORY

 Lakeshore Park Program         

1998 Soccer fields added
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1973 homosexuality declassified as a psychiatric disorder

1988 Prozac is first SSRI antidepressant 1996 Mental Health Parity Act1972 Clean Water Act

1990-1991 gulf War 2001-present Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq

1917 Malarial Therapy

1920 Deep Sleep Therapy

1927 Insulin ShockTherapy 1948 Lithium used as mood stabilizer

1947 Publication of the The Snake Pit 1914-1918 WWI 1929-1941 great Depression

1930s First surgeries on the frontal lobe

1933 cardiazol shock therapy

1938 electroconvolusive therapy

1939-1945 WWII

1944 Ritalin synthesized

1909 1917Addition built to east wing for white female 
patients

Tubercular ward built 1935 Additional women’s wards and ancillary 
buildings constructed

1950 Women’s Dormitory and Eastern State 
Hospital Treatment Building

2017 Historic Chapel renovated, construction
of Marble Pavilion and playground

2015 Demolition of numerous buildings 
including Therapeutic Village; 
Administration Building and Central 
Services Building remain1997

1996

Lakeshore Park and City of Knoxville 
demolish numerousbuildings

Knox Youth Sports and Lakeshore Park 
build baseball facility


